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Germany Ferrous:
Logistics problems to persist
Demand for ferrous scrap in Germany is likely to remain comparatively
strong in the near-to-medium term, although a typical seasonal slowdown
is likely to cause consumption to fall in December.

DID YOU KNOW?
German exports of
turnings to Italy rose
by over a third from
a year earlier.

But delivering material on time and in a cost-effective way could continue
to be a major challenge for suppliers and consumers alike. The inland
waterway system in northwest Europe has seen frequent disruptions since
summer as a result of low water levels on the Rhine river, and the situation
may not improve until March-April next year.
And deliveries by alternative transportation modes such as rail and truck
also face delays and increased costs.
A lack of railcars has caused severe delays to deliveries of ferrous scrap
and steel products by rail throughout 2018. Some rail freight forwarders
and forwarding agents were heard to have ceased taking orders from new
customers from June-July onwards.
The expansion of Germany’s road toll system and a planned increase in
toll rates on 1 January 2019 could cause further delays to scrap deliveries
and drive transportation costs higher. Transportation costs by truck are
estimated to have already increased by €1-3/t following the German
government’s extension of toll charges for trucks to all federal roads on 1
July this year.
Disruptions on the Rhine and associated inland waterways could lead
ferrous scrap prices in southern Germany to diverge from those in the rest
of the country, as suppliers experience increased difficulty in transporting
material to and from other regions. Price movements for different grades
in the region could also diverge. German exports of turnings to Italy rose
by over a third from a year earlier in January-June, and prices of this grade
in southern Germany could increase more sharply relative to other grades
and other regions in the near term if Italian demand remains strong and
transportation issues persist.
Disruptions and higher freight rates on the Rhine could also drive
exporters in the Netherlands and Belgium to source less scrap from
Germany.
But deep-sea exports from Bremen and Hamburg are expected to remain
comparatively stable, while containerised demand may increase on
stronger interest from India and other Asia-Pacific countries.
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Europe Steel:
Contraction in auto sales
is a concern
Sentiment has weakened in the European steel coil
markets since August-September. A combination of
competitive import offers and softening end demand
has dented mills’ expectations of securing price rises in
the fourth quarter.
Import offers from Turkey have been competitive since
the sharp depreciation of the lira and the contraction
in Turkish domestic steel demand in August.
Turkey accounted for 44pc of the EU wide strip import
market in August, with shipments of 276,497t from
a total 625,741t. This is Turkey’s highest recorded
monthly share of the EU wide strip market, and market
consensus suggests the European Commission is
monitoring Turkish volumes closely. Interestingly,
China never reached this level of penetration in 2015
or 2016 when its global export activity was at its
height, with its largest share of the EU import market
reaching 40.3pc in February 2016.
A reduction in demand from key European enduser markets, notably the automotive sector, has
concerned buyers. The mindset in the market has
shifted from wanting to buy ahead of price increases
to withholding procurement in fear of an anticipated
fall in values. Buyers are sitting on the sidelines and
trying to manage their stocks for the fourth quarter.
In Germany, total steel stocks reached 2.51mn t
in August. This is higher than the level that stocks
reached in August 2015, after which a dramatic
decline in global steel pricing plunged the whole
industry into chaos.
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A recent contraction in automotive sales of late and
a drop in production during the fourth quarter is
a particular concern for coil sellers - auto makers
consumed 43.3pc of all EU strip mill deliveries last year,
and above 60pc of galvanised deliveries. Galvanised has
become the softest of the coil product suite because
of weaker demand. In the UK, stockists for automotive
grade galvanised steel are looking for other markets to
service, as the UK’s impending withdrawal from the EU
looks likely to weigh on demand next year.

Turkey Ferrous:
Mills could alter restocking
and sales cycle
The Turkish scrap import price is likely to remain under
pressure in the final quarter of 2018 as mills attempt to
“rebalance” the spread between raw material costs and
steel product prices.
The Argus arc spread fob Turkey rebar assessment,
which measures Turkish electric arc furnace (EAF) mills’
rebar export price and scrap import cost, fell below
$150/t for the first time in 2018 in late September, and
had declined to $124.20/t by 22 October. A survey
of the market indicates that mills’ average breakeven
spread is between $120 and $130/t following
increases in Turkish electricity and natural gas prices in
September.
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But any downward correction in the Turkish scrap
import price could be limited by a final round of rebar
restocking this year from southeast Asian buyers and
limited scrap availability.
Suppliers will continue their efforts to diversify their
global sales portfolio in the next year as an attempt to
reduce risk and increase bargaining power at a time of
weak Turkish demand. One of the main targeted regions
will be south and southeast Asia, where EAF steelmaking
capacity increased by over 15pc in 2013-16.
The fragile US-Turkey relationship coupled with
escalating protectionist policies in global markets will
continue to cause major uncertainty in the Turkish
market in 2019. Turkish mills may alter their sales
strategy by accepting greater flexibility in sales lead
times for different rebar importing geographies in an
attempt to swiftly capture unexpected demand created
by changes in any given country’s import policy. But
this could cause further volatility in Turkish mills’ scrap
purchasing prices and restocking cycles as mills could
alternate between requiring prompt cargoes or staying
out of the market for an extended period of time. This
will make it more difficult for scrap suppliers to allocate
material between the export and domestic markets
efficiently, potentially leading to the rapid emergence of
a temporary surplus or shortage of material in the global
seaborne scrap market at any given time.

Spain Ferrous:
Import market could see
further consolidation
Ferrous scrap prices in the Spanish short-sea import
market will continue to largely follow the direction
of the Turkish import market in the near-to-medium
term, as over 40pc of the scrap consumed in Spain is
imported.
But Spanish import prices could soon come
under increased influence from the Asia-Pacific
containerised ferrous scrap market.
The Spanish import market has seen significant
consolidation over the past two years, with the market
share of the top three exporting countries rising to
over 80pc in January-July from below 70pc a year
earlier.
The UK shipped over 1mn t of scrap to Spain last year
and is likely to remain one of the largest short-sea
suppliers next year, as shipments from other short-sea
options such as the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany
and Scandinavia continue to be limited by high dockside prices and freight costs.
But strong demand from Asia-Pacific for containerised
material since March-April has tempted some UK
exporters to divert material into the container market.
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The UK’s impending exit from
the EU in March 2019 is the
great variable in the direction
of the UK ferrous market.

Ex-works containerised prices in the UK for major
export grades have maintained a £30-40/t equivalent
premium to delivered to dock prices for bulk shipments
from June-October, and the strong UK containerised
export market was one of the drivers of an increase in
Spanish short-sea import prices in September.
Competition between Spanish bulk buyers and AsiaPacific containerised buyers is likely to strengthen
further as steel output continues to ramp up in AsiaPacific.
Spanish steel output, and in turn scrap demand, is
expected to remain at current levels in 2019, supported
by the country’s economic recovery and steel exporters’
success in finding alternative markets to cover the loss
of the Algerian rebar import market.

UK Ferrous:
Exports diversify as Brexit
uncertainty looms

The UK’s impending exit from the EU in March 2019
is the great variable in the direction of the UK ferrous
market over the remainder of this year and all of next
year. Exporters from across the UK have reported
an increasing lack of availability of both obsolete
and prime scrap since July. The shortage is widely
attributed to economic uncertainty surrounding the
exact terms on which Brexit will take place.

The outlook for the UK ferrous scrap market in the
near and medium-term continues to be bound to price
movements in Turkey and other key overseas markets,
with UK domestic consumption of 2.7mn t in 2017
dwarfed by exports of 8.76mn t.

This uncertainty is leading to tighter scrap supply,
which could worsen if manufacturing, consumer and
construction activity falls following the exit from the
EU. Tighter availability of scrap should pressure UK
dock-side and ex-works prices higher in 2019, but the
impact on UK exporters could be offset by a renewed
depreciation of the pound against the dollar.

But UK exporters have sought to diversify away from
Turkey since April in response to the growing volatility
in the Turkish economy and strong demand from
alternative markets, including Pakistan, Bangladesh and
southeast Asia, all of which primarily purchase UK scrap
on containers. Strong sales to these regions throughout
July-September has caused the containerised market to
temporarily rival the bulk market as the primary driver
of overall UK ferrous pricing.

The fall in the pound following the Brexit referendum
result in June 2016 and continued weakness
throughout 2017 offered significant relief to UK scrap
exporters, and any fall back to or below the £1: $1.201.22 lows of that period will again provide the UK
with a strong competitive advantage over other major
exporting regions.
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stocks by November. Scrap consumption is expected
to fall during the winter as mills reduce steel output to
reflect lower seasonal demand.

Russia Ferrous:
Weak rouble
stimulates exports
The Russian government forecasts that scrap exports
will fall to 4.1mn-4.2mn t in 2018 from 5mn t last year,
following its ban on scrap exports from multiple ports
in the country’s far east region in July in an attempt to
boost scrap availability to local mill Amurstal.
But a further depreciation of the rouble against the
US dollar in the past two months may be sufficient to
cover additional logistic costs to export from other
ports. Russian shipments to South Korea rose by 2pc
on the year to 510,000t in January-June, of which the
majority is expected to have been exported from the
far east.
Russian exports to Turkey, which are predominantly
from the Baltic or Black Sea regions, rose by around
60pc year on year to 1.33mn t in the same period.
Prices for scrap in Russian domestic and dock-side
markets are expected to soften in the near term as
most steel mills will complete procurement for winter

But the decrease in prices could be limited by an
anticipated fall in scrap collection rates during winter.
And any further depreciation of the rouble could
stimulate increased demand from export markets that
would provide additional support to Russian dock-side
prices.

US Ferrous:
Steel production
to remain robust
Seasonally lower scrap flows and healthy consumer
demand are expected to support the US domestic
ferrous market until the end of this year.
Market participants suggest prices could climb by $2040/gt through December as US mills boost prices to
keep scrap flowing into dealer yards through shorter,
colder days across most of the country.
But weakening sentiment in the Turkish market may
temper gains in US domestic prices, should lower
Turkish rebar prices translate into a drop in export
booking prices from the US.
The US’ 25pc tariff on foreign steel imports is expected
to remain a major driver of domestic ferrous scrap
demand in 2019.
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US steel mills boosted production by 5pc from a
year earlier in January-October to supplant imports
displaced in the wake of the tariff, pushing capacity
utilisation to above 80pc for the first time in four years
and boosting obsolete scrap prices to four-year highs
this spring.
Robust production is expected to continue in 2019,
but possible tariff exemptions for Canada, Mexico
and the EU could weaken scrap demand as domestic
output edges down in the face of higher imports.
US trade relations with China could also impact the
ferrous market in 2019.
US zorba and twitch prices fell sharply in 2018 as
shipments to China plummeted, in response to a
higher impurity threshold for non-ferrous scrap
imports and US-China trade tensions that resulted in
a 50pc tariff being imposed on US zorba imports and
higher scrutiny of US shipments.
Prices for shredded non-ferrous grades consisting
mostly of aluminium have recovered in recent weeks
amid renewed shipments to China. Further gains in
2019 would positively impact the US markets.

Figure 4
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IN ADDITION TO ARGUS METAL PRICES, WE
ALSO OFFER ARGUS METALS INTERNATIONAL
AND ARGUS FERROUS MARKETS.
Argus Ferrous Markets

Argus Metals International

Formerly Argus Steel Feedstocks, this service provides the
most accurate, and unbiased pricing, including over 150 price
assessments from global ferrous markets, including coking
coal, iron ore, ferrous scrap, steel and relevant freight rates.
Access to exchange data from LME (London Metal Exchange),
CME (COMEX and NYMEX), and SHFE (Shanghai Futures
Exchange) are also available as a standard part of the service.

This service provides the latest accurate, unbiased pricing,
including over 700 price assessments from global non-ferrous
markets, including minor metals, rare earths, ferro-alloys,
base metals and non-ferrous scrap. It also offers indexationstandard assessments used and trusted in non-ferrous
markets around the world, including minor metals, base
metals premiums, ferro-alloys and rare earth elements.
Access to exchange data from LME (London Metal Exchange),
CME (COMEX and NYMEX), and SHFE (Shanghai Futures
Exchange) are also available as a standard part of the service.
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